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This complex program performs:
1. transversal section area’s integral computerized calculus 
for any running water,
2. channel profile’s graphical represen- tations (depth de-
pendent on the left/right border distance, expressed in 
meters or geographic coordinates), based on bathymetry 
results and on a small number of measurements on  se-
lected profile’s verticals, 
3. the section’s flow calculus, by many methods, based on 
different hydrological models (and the program’s authors 
can easily implement, on request, any other desired mod-
el, for any researcher that will address to them). 
The program has routines for computerized preparation 
of all input data, results, in different formats and combina-
tions, from other programs and devices, such as:
routine for synchronizing bathymetry (depths) data  and 
GPS position, their processing in the format desired for 
the next stage, by retaining the useful columns only 
(from the multitude of columns given by GPS),
routine for filtering bathymetry data at intervals desired 
by different end-users, (the bathymetric data sorting at 
•
•
Abstract. The results of the program are the following: a quick display of the flow  through  a transversal section; display of the section’s area and of its 
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10 or 20 or 30 seconds only, for example, from the very 
big data number offered by the bathymetric device, at 
every second, generally),
routines to parcel out and process by columns separated 
on degrees, minutes and thousandths, the latitude and 
longitude geographical coordinates; obtaining any de-
sired formats for those, 
different subroutines included in the main routine for 
areas and flow calculus, for coordinates and distances to 
borders calculus  for the projection points of all bathym-
etry as well as of all “verticals” for depths-speeds on the 
straight line that join the two marks previously chosen on 
the two river borders, 
routine for on screen bathymetric complete profile in-
stant display, in coordinates and depths, in order to al-
low fast selection, immediately after finishing preceding 
bathymetry, of the best positions for the “verticals” of the 
speeds-depths measurements  by the flow meter  or oth-
er adequate device; these selected positions will be given 
to the ship’s commander for a  most precise positioning of 
the ship on the desired coordinates, for the next stage,
routine to determine on “vertical” mean speed, by a cor-
responding specific calculus formula,
•
•
•
•
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routines to determine the 6-degree polynomial  functions 
that approximate the channel profile’s real curves,
routines to implement the desired hydrological models,
routines to compute the partial and total areas, and par-
tial and total flows, based both on bathymetry (with as 
few or as many filtered data as one wishes), as well as on 
the “verticals” only (minimum 3, but the precision obvi-
ously grows with the number of “verticals” on each pro-
file). 
Once the input data (already pre-prepared by using the 
first routines anteriorly presented: depths, East and North  ge-
ographical positions, and in the bottom part, of the “verticals”, 
the mean speeds’ column is also completed) is adequately in-
troduced, a simple mouse click  on the (built-in Excel) DEB 
button is needed, which will start practically instantly the 
automated achievement of all tabular and graphical desired 
results, presented in Figs. 1 and 2 and in Table 1. 
The program is exemplified with the Sf. Gheorghe 
km108.4 profile from the 2004 campaign. 
First, the final desired results, coloured in red automati-
cally by the program for their immediate emphasizing are 
presented; 
These are the total flows of: 2423.62 (m3/s) – computed 
based on the given profile by the 5 “verticals” only, and then 
2718.35  (m3/s) and 2706.87 (m3/s), respectively. They are com-
puted based on the much accurate profile, from much more 
depths, supplied by the preceding bathymetry, but restricted 
to the same number of 5 mean speeds only, for the 5 “verti-
cals”. The mean speeds are distributed by the program to the 
multitude of bathymetry points, according to two models, 
md1- based on the principle of proximity to the verticals, and 
md2-, the model of the linear variation of the speed between 
two successive “verticals”; Any other speeds variation model, 
imposed by hydrological studies is easy to implement, but 
the variations do not exceed very few percentages. There is a 
greater difference only from the first value, in which the chan-
nel profile is approximated by just 5 depth measurements, on 
the 5 “verticals”. 
Immediately to the left of the total flows’ red values’, there 
are the red figures of the total section’s areas, namely 3035.41 
(m2), computed based on bathymetry’s dozens of points, and 
2779.56 (m2). The latter is an obviously smaller  and less ac-
curate value, as it is calculated based on a smaller number 
of depths: those corresponding to the “verticals” chosen for 
the speeds’ measurement in 6 layers (speed horizons) and on 
mean speed computation.
In figure 1, the 4 graphics automatically obtained are in-
cluded, simultaneously with table 1, with titles according to 
the presented data, namely
•
•
•
1°-Lat.N-Long.E, with the measurement points’ geograph-
ic positions (in thousandths of degree) as well as with their 
projections on the line joining the two borders marks;
2°-Depths(m)-Distances(m):
3°-Depths(m)-Eastern Longitude 
4°-Depths(m)- Inverse Distances (m) 
In figure 2, the Depths(m)-Distances(m) presentation is 
resumed, this time at exactly  the same scale on ordinate as 
well as on the abscissa, in order to have the real, undistorted 
profile image, without the horizontal compression from the 
last 3 previous graphics. We do that because, though in me-
tres too, the depth and the distances from the borders differ 
substantially by an order of magnitude, from 20…30 metres 
for maximum depths to 300…900 metres for channel’s pro-
file width.
The table is structured on an upper side, for the bathym-
etry points, and a lower one, for the “verticals” points (mini-
mum 3 and maximum as many as the fuel cost allows), sepa-
rated by the two points of the two border marks coordinates. 
Those points also border each of the two groups for bathym-
etry and “verticals”, in order to close the profiles at the river 
borders, where the depth and river speed are considered 
null. 
As the columns’ significance is identical, the units of meas-
urement are displayed only once,  in the intermediate part of 
the two zones (i.e., bathymetry and “verticals”), in magenta, 
but they aren’t crucially necessary, all data and computations 
being made in the SI units  (m, m2, m3, m3/s).  
Detailing the program’s presentation, here are, from left 
to right, the table’s columns significance:
45,  in the first cell, [A1], tells to the program to use the de-
gree-minute-thausandths of minute transforming relations 
that are valid for the 45° latitude parallel, of Sf.Gh.km108, 
which exemplifies the program,
E, on  column 1, A, signifies the East coordinate, the lon-
gitude, used as abscissa in the first two graphics, on the left 
side.
N, on column 2, B, the North coordinate, the latitude, 
used as ordinate in the first graphic, left-up corner, from the 
4, to which the b letter is attached for the upper zone, of the 
bathymetry, the D letter for the line joining the two river bor-
ders marks (on this line both the bathymetry’s points as well 
as the 3…5  or even more “verticals” measurement points are 
projected, by drawing perpendiculars)  and the v letter for the 
lower zone, of the “verticals” measurements by the “handmill” 
(flow-metre ) or other device, in the 6 layers or continuously, 
thus obtaining the titles Nb, ND and Nv.
np, the ordinates at  the origin, in the East-North plane, 
of the perpendicular lines drawn, from the bathymetry’s and 
verticals’ points, on the line joining the two border points, or-
ange coloured line on the first, trajectories’  graphic.
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Ebpr and Nbpr, columns 4 and 5, the E and N coordinates 
of the light blue projection points on the orange line, of the 
dark blue bathymetry’s points, from the columns 1 and 2 of the 
upper part of the table.
Evpr and Nvpr, columns 4 and 5 of the lower side, the E 
and N coordinates for the orange points of projecting on the 
same line the Verticals’ red points from columns 1 and 2 of the 
lower part of the  table.
D and Dinv, columns 6 and 7, the distances of each bathy-
metric point or vertical measurement, to one border and to the 
other border, respectively. 
Ab and  Av, respectively, on column 8, of bathymetric 
depths - up and of Verticals, down, respectively, is the column 
of input data.
Vm, column 9, for mean speeds, is automatically completed 
by the program, in the upper part, the Bathymetry  part, with 
the speed mean values read from the lower part, the Verticals’ 
part (input data), according to the criterion of the proximity of 
each bathymetric point (its projection on the straight line, to be 
more exact) to the closest speed measure-ments vertical (that 
is, a mean speeds repartition to all the bathymetry points, ac-
cording to the criterion of proximity to the flow-metre Verticals 
measurements, as well as Vlin, in the last column, 13, contains 
the repartition into the bathymetry points for the same mean 
speeds, but according to another model, for comparison, the 
model of linear speed variation between verticals; any other 
hydrologic model  can be attached). 
Column 10, Arii, (areas), calculates the elementary areas, be-
tween two successive bathymetric points in the upper zone, be-
tween  two successive Verticals in the lower zone, respectively.
Column 11, Debite, (Flow), calculates the elementary flow 
for each elementary surface, multiplying the elementary areas 
by their respective elementary surfaces (DebiteB, up, in the 
bathymetry zone, and DebiteV, down, in the Verticals zone). 
Likewise, DebL, in column 12, calculates the elementary flows 
based on the model 2, of mean speeds linear variation, from 
column 13, Vml.
Under the latter semi-columns, in red, there are the sums 
of the total areas and flows, as final results (with which we, in 
fact, begun our presentation).
The first graphic, I, upper-left, “Trajectories”, was already 
entirely described, when the table was presented, and the 3 
subsequent graphics from Fig.1. display the channel’s profile 
as follows:
The second graphic, II, in the bottom-left corner, represents 
additionally, in blue, the bathymetry projections curve; in red, 
the 5 Verticals projections depths (with the values enclosed), 
and in black, the curve of the 6 degree polygon. It best ap-
proximates, as a function, the blue bathymetric curve, while 
the equation of the 6 degree function is written, just in the 
middle of the 3 functions, under the table: the first function, 
of degree 1, is, obviously, the equation of the line joining the 
two borders, on which the bathymetry and the Verticals pro-
file are projected, while the last, third function is the polyno-
mial function of also of degree 6, (the maximum degree with 
which Excel and its incorporated language, VBA, work), which 
best approximate the red, Verticals profile curve. The writing of 
these functions was programmed for their further use in the 
most precise areas calculus by integrating these functions be-
tween the limits of the borders, after a separate mathematical-
physical discussion.  The ordinate of this second graphic, i.e., II, 
(depths graphic) is obviously depth, while its abscissa is the 
East latitude, in thousandths of a minute (exactly in the same 
way as for the first graphic, I).
The last two graphics, III and IV, in right side, also repre-
sent the depths, in metres, but not as functions of the East 
geographic coordinate, but as function of the distances to the 
two borders, in metres (D, to a border, and Dinv to the other 
border).
All  the last 3 graphics clearly show smaller areas  closed 
by the red (Verticals depths) curves, than the areas closed by 
the blue (bathymetry) curves, which is based on many more 
measurement points, that is on  a much better approximation 
of the channel bed profile, thus graphically justifying the big-
ger values, in red, based on bathymetry, than those based only 
on a few Verticals in approximating the bed channel profile 
and its section area. 
A still better approximation, still closer to the real values, 
can be obtained  by using in the upper, bathymetry part, all 
registered bathymetric points, 5 time more numerous, a value 
at every 2 seconds as compared to the method presented until 
now, in which the bathymetric values were filtered from 10 to 
10 seconds, as required.  Only the final results of this new 
calculus is directly given, based on the entire bathymetric reg-
istration, 3026.35 (m2) for the total area and 2749.48 (m3/s) for 
the total flow, (without the entire table type 1 and the entire 
figure type 1 for the entire bathymetry), all that only to em-
phasize the fact that these values, naturally the most accurate, 
are however with only 1.27% more precise for flows and with a 
still smaller percentage for the total area, a fact that completely 
justifies the bathymetry points filtering (“decimation”) use, at 
every 10 seconds instead of every 2 seconds, as the total regis-
tration is made. The line’s equation is normally the same, while 
the  6 degree curves’ equations differ by the small, insignificant 
powers only, (1 and 2, at the most 3 powers). It should be em-
phasized that our method for areas calculus is most accurate, 
approaching, in fact, the integral’s definition (just the Darboux 
sums, in fact, before passing to the “limit” process). 
On the first table’s line, at the right of latitude’s degrees’ 
value (45, in our exemplification), the program automatically 
completes a series of intermediate values, very useful for the 
next calculations, as well as for controlling the accuracy of the 
results’ (by the programmer and user), such as the straight 
line’s slope, its origin ordinate, the slope of the perpendicular 
projections on this line which join the channel’s borders, the 
values in meters, on latitude and longitude, at the exact value 
of the sample’s latitude, etc. 
It should be mentioned that the program is very, very pre-
cise when using a maximum number of decimals. Yet the final 
results’ precision essentially depends on the precision of the 
input data, that is on the precision of the devices, on the meth-
ods used and on the specialist who works with it.    
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It should be again underlined that a national and even an 
international collaboration for establishing the best profiles 
on the Danube, the good marking of all these profiles with 
good marks on both borders (stable and visible, at least elec-
tronically, in the worst weather and environmental conditions, 
flood and tempest including), stable for the following dozens 
of years, with precisely  known coordinates, would distinctly 
improve and facilitate the Danube’s and its tributaries flow 
and profile  monitoring.  So, a database can be created which 
would permit the positioning always not only on the same pro-
files, but also on the same verticals in the profiles. The year on 
year comparisons would be thus done based on just a single 
annual  Vertical only.
The measurements, both bathymetrical and by  flow me-
ter, can be more accurately made using very small boats, more 
precisely positioned and more easily preserved on the chosen 
positions.  
More precise results can also be obtained by doubling the 
number of the devices, on both boat borders, and also dou-
bling the Verticals measurements for the same number of posi-
tions of the boat, that is, for the same fuel consumption. 
Another most important special desideratum is to place 
the GPS and the bathymetry devices as near as possible to the 
flow-metre emplacement, for the place of the measurements 
to coincide. Also, a complex transducer, for depth and speeds 
in the same unit, would eliminate any other supplementary 
errors, especially when measuring the depth  based on hy-
drostatical pressure (that is, apart form the current speed and 
angle between the vertical and the transducer’s cable). The de-
tailed and chronological algorithm to use this program is the 
following: 
the Debite toolbar display (Excel standard proceeding: 
VIEW, Toolbars, Debite), that contains two incorporated 
buttons: DEC and  DEB.
bathymetry data processing (in a sheet named, for exam-
ple, BatOrigin) at a simple click on the  DEC (“decimation”) 
button. 
the processing of these results according to the prototype 
from  TransformPunctVirg.xls (which keeps the needed 
transform formulae in its second line), by mere rolling the 
mouse, from up to down, for the second selected line, over 
all data.   
•
•
•
from the new results, only the further useful ones are cop-
ied [Depths, E-thousandths, N- thousandths] and Past on a 
new sheet, renamed, for example  [ E, N, Ad ]
the completion of the first cell with the value of the parallel 
on which the profile is situated, in order that the program 
reads it from here and automatically uses it in transform-
ing the geographical coordinates in metres, for the correct 
distances, areas and flow calculus. In our example, [A1].
value=45
the minus sign is assigned to the entire depths column (for 
a correct graphic representation of the column under the 
axis) and the depths are moved to column 8.
Conversion to NUMBER-format of the columns [1:2], that 
is  [E,N], in order not to be treated as text. Their selection, 
with or without title, and the realization of a preliminary dia-
gram, according to the Excel std. method (INSERTCHART, 
type=xyScatter), the elimination of the edges (“S” trajectory’ 
curvatures) in order to keep only the trajectory’s linear part; 
the appropriate elimination of the Parasite data from the be-
ginning and end of the bathymetry trajectory.  
the adding of the borders coordinates, MS and MD, left and 
right border. 
selection of E (East) and  Ab (bathymetry depths) and 
quick display of the bathymetry diagram (INSERTCHART, 
type=xyScatter) for selecting immediately the Verticals po-
sitions, that will be given to the ship’s commander to best 
position its boat, using these data and the GPS.
completion, under bathymetry, two lines by two columns, 
for the line joining the borders marks, MS, MD; further 
completion, with data obtained by the Verticals’ measure-
ments, (minimum 3, but better, 5 or even more, depending 
on the complexity of the profile, channels or sub-chan-
nels), also bordered, up and down, with the two borders 
values, for curves’ closing. 
completion with mean speeds, by averaging flow-metre 
data.
click on the special Excel built-in DEB button, to compute 
flow, and the Table 1 and the 4 graphics of Fig.1 are instant-
ly automatically completed, together with a new graphic, 
for the real profile’s shape. Here, the same metric scales are 
used horizontally and vertically, that is, for horizontal dis-
tances and vertical depths.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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